
Component 1 Section A 
Response 3 

 

Both texts are examples of commentaries that describe key moments in events for a national 
audience. Text A is from BBC Sport and is about the Winter Olympics, describing key 
features of a new event known as parallel slalom snowboarding. Text is similarly taken from 
BBC1 however focuses on a more informative and less competitive commentary of the 2011 
Queens Birthday parade. Both texts are presented by different people for example Text A 
comes from Ed Leigh, Tim Yarwood and Corrina Boccacini taking a heavily knowledgeable 
approach, in contrast with text B presented by the speaker being Huw Edwards as he takes 
a much more descriptive approach. 

Text A is presented with three key speakers therefore turn taking is evident in this text. Turn 
taking is the act of allowing other members of a conversation to have their input, it can 
depend on subtle factors such as the scenario you may be in. There is a section at the 
begining of the text filled with turntaking utterances as the 3 speakers first interact. For 
example Leigh says ‘whoever starts their gate wont be open for the de.de�cit why they lost 
by does that make sense Tim Warwood?’, in this utterance  there are two key features that 
encourage turn taking. The �rst is the personal addressing manner Leigh uses, ‘T im 
Warwood’ this noun suggest that the utterance was directed towards Warwood further 
promoting him to take over. The second spoken language feature of the utterance that 
encourages turn taking is the retorical ‘does that make sense Tim Warwood?’ this sign ifies 
the end of Leigh’s utterance as well as the fact Leigh is yielding the �oor to Warwood by 
directing the question to him, this engages the audience as they may recognise Warwood 
has been put on the spot and be interested in how he chooses to respond. In contrast to 
this, text b only consists of one speaker therefore turn taking is not evident. Edwards holds 
the floor throughout the whole text with persistant descriptive utterances. In evalution I think, 
text A is more effective due to the turn taking element, it makes the utterances flow more 
and enables a consistently interesting atmosphere. 

In text A the spoken language feature of emphatic stress is evident, it often indicates 
importance and can represent strong feelings towards the stressed subject. The most 
common verbal emphatic stressed words are ‘very’ and ‘really’ and a key feature of the 
stress is the exclamation mark however in this text the emphatic stress has been portrayed 
through one of voice and particular emphasis on one word. One example is from the 
introduction of the Olympics when Leigh says ‘welcome to a gloriously sunny Rosa Khubor 
Extreme Park’, in this utterance the emphatic stress is placed upon the word ‘gloriously’, this 
effectively manages to portray the expectations of the show and how the Olympics wish to 
be enjoyed. The word ‘gloriously’ is an extremely positive word which is also signi�cant as it 
is similar to the roots of the Olympics as it is all for a positive purpose. This is engaging for 
the audience as it gives a good first impression of the show due to the upbeat adjective used 
to describe what’s going to happen. In contrast, Text B includes more timed pauses, a timed 
pause is most often used to buy thinking time however much like turn taking, the purpose of 
a timed pause can vary on the scenario. One example of a timed pause in use is 
‘Regimental Sergeant Major’s pace stick and that enables him to draw his sword(37)the eyes 
front(1) which is achieved with no(1) word of command’, during this utterance the �rst timed 
pause is extremely lengthy of 37 seconds however this pause has a different purpose not to 
buy time however to watch as this event occurs to gather a picture and report back to the 
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audience, this is an effective use of a timed pause as it enables the audience to be reported 
on a fuller idea of what is happening rather small snippets. This engages the audience as it 
leaves them in suspence for the 37 seconds of silence until they are given their next update. 

In conclusion, Text A and B are both different approaches to commentaries due to factors 
such as number of speakers and the settings however both are successful in portraying the 
commentary. 
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